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Editorial Note for the New Discussions
Dear authors, reviewers and readers of EKOLOJI,
We’d like to extend our sincere thanks and appreciation to all persons who had been involved in the
publishing of EKOLOJI over the years since it was found in 1991. During past decades, it published
thousands of papers on ecology from more than 40 countries, consisted with different topics in
environmental problems, air/water contamination, natural resources, environmental engineering and
health, climate change, and biodiversity, environmental policy.
Since the last issue (No.107) was released, we did not accept new full research article and review
papers anymore for peer-review and publishing. However, we received many requires and
consultations on the published articles and papers. These letters and emails sent to the editors were
reflecting most important idea on the published articles. Some letters are on the errors or questions
about the research methods, discussions, and some letters reported the problems in the experimental
design, while most other letters were on the further studies and discussions in same or similar
researched objectives, in which most of them are provoking and interesting for readers. When we
were sorting out the emails and new submissions, we found that quite lots of letters from the readers,
in which they extend valuable and important idea on ecological issues are valuable and respectable
for other researchers.
After careful consideration and discussion, we decided to publish one more new issue as issue 108,
which is not simply only considering opinions from authors, but also an attempt to share and discuss
on different opinions. We believe that these new letters on the published articles will enrich the
scientific community.
In light of the letter’s feature of time sensitive and quick-change, these letters introduced latest
findings in the field of ecology and could be an enlightenment for many researchers who might be
interested in further research in this field, which would lay foundation for academic communication
and guide directions for the prospective exploration.
At last, we would like to appreciate the efforts made by all the scholars for their contributions in
sharing their remarks.

Best regards!
Editorial Office of EKOLOJI
http://www.ekolojidergisi.com/
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